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Hence, death is not annihilation, but the final consummation of life and an opening to more life. Death, then, is not the
loss of all relationships, but an opening to much wider and deeper.

Why Cheng succeed in it? Because speak about death is speak about life. They are both indissociable. And
culture permit him to avoid pathos. The author makes proof of a vertiginous erudition. He lived the WWII, the
civil war. He arrived like student in France in , he is installed there. Deeply Chinese but occidentalized
perfectly, he delivers to us, at the evening of hiss life some thoughts on death. Poetry is a too intimate
experiment especially if it speaks about death. The first meditation is a kind introduction. In fact, there is no
great difference between chines and occidental conception until After dead is hiden as show the historian
Philippe Aries. For exemple, Cheng find similarity between Lao-zi and Rilke. Cheng considerate the death as
the ultimat intention. It is the fruit of life. Without dead, what is the life? No eternity, no selfsurpassing. All
life is only one in the world. Dead lead to spirituality. I have only a restriction here when he talk about
eros-agape and forget phillae. This notion are not old, only 50 years Anders Nygen. In conclusion, Malraux
always: It is the manner for each creator of exceeding the space time and to transcend the separation and
death. Cheng explains the Chinese beliefs. For me, that concerns each one. Very dense gift little book and very
moving.
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In learning more about death awareness meditation, we learn how to shine the light of death on life. It's not meant to be
an exercise in morbidity or self-pity, or in terrorizing ourselves. In fact one often feels light, happy and unburdened after
directly acknowledging the truth of our inevitable death.

Life emerges from death and returns to it. Our human bodies emerge out of nature and dissolve back into it.
Why are we so scared of this inevitable, immutable process? Modern culture has thoroughly conditioned us to
turn away from death. Modernity is the ideological heir to the Enlightenment, which reasserted the divine
providence of rational, empirical man after the collapse of feudal piety. Each generation of every modern
people further sheds its vibrant and unique cultural identity, in favor of a bland globalized consumer culture.
We should be grateful just to have a brief opportunity to experience the gifts of nature, family, honest work
and simple pleasures, and yet we produce an endless output of greed, plasticity, waste and suffering. The
rational Western reaction to this is to phase out the suffering. Deny it or embrace it; the point is to eradicate it,
right? But what if we meditate on what we fear most? What if we remember our true nature? This is what
Maranasati helps us do. There are 9 contemplations: This except from the Satipatthana Sutta invites us to
meditate on this conclusion: You will die, and you will rot, like the billions and billions of others before you.
You will transform back into the Earth, become one with it, return to your primordial roots. Most of our
modern problems feel made-up and silly when we contemplate death in this mindful way. All of existence
conspires to bring us in and out of life, the entire ecosystem supporting itself in perfect synchronicity. Without
the contemplation of death, we get too comfortable. We start to thirst for the eternity of desire instead of
appreciating the eternity of acceptance. Aim for gratitude, not greed, less, not more, simplicity, not
complexity, contentment, not mindless progress, acceptance, not growth. The progress and growth you do
achieve come from the inner-strength you cultivate by embracing simplicity and self-control. Many modern
spiritual traditions have sanitized and sterilized the ancient spiritual teachings the way modernity tends to turn
everything we experience into grey mush. The original untainted teachings remain for us, though, if we search
them out. Luckily most of my work here is already done for me. He wrote another series of 9 contemplations
about death: Our life span is decreasing continuously. Death will come, whether or not we are prepared for it.
Human life expectancy is uncertain. There are many causes of death. The human body is fragile and
vulnerable. At the time of death, our material resources are not of use to us. Our loved ones cannot keep us
from death. Our own body cannot help us at the time of our death. Meditate on these today. Then maybe go
listen to Slayer. Did you like this post? Support Charlie Ambler on Patreon:
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Happier Endings: A Meditation on Life and Death and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn
more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Here are some thoughts used at communion last Sunday. Communion time has come. It comes weekly, for
most of us gathered here. The main thing is that Jesus asked those who love and follow Him to remember
Him. Card Sense the sorrow untold as you look down the road at the clamoring crowd drawing near. Feel the
heat of the day as you look down the way. For He knows the ones here will be fleeing in fear when their
Shepherd is taken away. On the foal of a donkey, as the prophets had said, passing by you, He rides on to die.
It seems to me that God could have stopped with the Death. The Deathâ€”alone and unhyphenatedâ€”atones
for sin and justifies us before God. Soon the thorn-cursed ground will bring forth a crown, and this Jesus will
seem to be beaten. What more appropriate place to be people of faith than at the tomb, knowing the dawn
comes? In the joyous believing that He really did riseâ€”that He actually triumphed over defiant Deathâ€”we
find hope during times of immersion in stress and troubles. O what glory, far exceeding all that eye has yet
perceived! Holiest hearts, for ages pleading, never that full joy conceived. God has promised, Christ prepares
it, there on high our welcome waits. Join we now the deathless voices; child of God, lift up your head!
Patriarchs from the distant ages, saints all longing for their heaven, Prophets, psalmists, seers, and sages, all
await the glory given. And in the light of the resurrection, what can we co but overflow, giving of our various
resources to Him to won? He meets our eyes: Saviour, teach us so to rise. What a Declaration of Independence
from tyranny!
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This may be a discouraging thought for some, but Buddhists view end-of-life meditation as an uplifting and powerful
practice. "Analysis of death is not for the sake of becoming fearful but to appreciate this precious lifetime.".

First, conceptuality ceases, dissolving into a mind of white appearance. This subtler mind, to which only a
vacuity filled by white light appears, is free from coarse conceptuality. It, in turn, dissolves into a heightened
mind of red appearance, which then dissolves into a mind of black appearance. At this point all that appears is
a vacuity filled by blackness, during which the person eventually becomes unconscious. In time this is cleared
away, leaving a totally clear emptiness the mind of clear light free from the white, red and black appearances
see Chart 5. This is the final vision of death. This description of the various internal visions correlates closely
with the literature on the near-death experience. People who have had a near-death experience often describe
moving from darkness for example a black tunnel towards a brilliant, peaceful, loving light. A comprehensive
study comparing death and near-death experiences of Tibetans and Euro-Americans has shown many
similarities between the two Carr, Care must be taken though in such comparisons because the near-death
experience is not actual death, that is, the consciousness permanently leaving the body. Since the outer breath
ceased some time before in the fourth cycle , from this point of view the point of actual death is related not to
the cessation of the outer breath but to the appearance of the mind of clear light. A person can remain in this
state of lucid vacuity for up to three days, after which if the body has not been ravaged by illness the external
sign of drops of red or white liquid emerging from the nose and sexual organ occur, indicating the departure of
consciousness. Buddhists generally prefer that the body not be removed for disposal before one or more of
these signs occur, because until then the consciousness is still in the body and any violent handling of it may
disturb the end processes of death. A Buddhist monk or nun or friend should ideally be called in before the
body is moved in order for the appropriate prayers and procedures to be carried out. When the clear light
vision ceases, the consciousness leaves the body and passes through the other seven stages of dissolution black
near-attainment, red increase etc. As soon as this reverse process begins the person is reborn into an
intermediate state between lives, with a subtle body that can go instantly wherever it likes, move through solid
objects etc. The intermediate state can last from a moment to seven days, depending on whether or not a
suitable birthplace is found. If one is not found the being undergoes a "small death", experiencing the eight
signs of death as previously described but very briefly. This can happen for a total of seven births in the
intermediate state making a total of forty-nine days during which a place of rebirth must be found. The "small
death" that occurs between intermediate states or just prior to taking rebirth is compared to experiencing the
eight signs from the mirage-like vision to the clear light when going into deep sleep or when coming out of a
dream. Similarly also, when entering a dream or when awakening from sleep the eight signs of the reverse
process are experienced. These states of increasing subtlety during death and of increasing grossness during
rebirth are also experienced in fainting and orgasm as well as before and after sleeping and dreaming, although
not in complete form. It is this great subtlety and clarity of the mind during the death process that makes it so
valuable to use for advanced meditation practices, and why such emphasis is put on it in Buddhism. Advanced
practitioners will often stay in the clear light meditation for several days after the breathing has stopped,
engaging in these advanced meditations, and can achieve liberation at this time. The Buddhist view is that
each living being has a continuity or stream of consciousness that moves from one life to the next. When the
stream of consciousness or mind moves from one life to the next it brings with it the karmic imprints or
potentialities from previous lives. Karma literally means "action", and all of the actions of body, speech and
mind leave an imprint on the mind-stream. These karmas can be negative, positive or neutral, depending on
the action. They can ripen at any time in the future, whenever conditions are suitable. These karmic seeds or
imprints are never lost. At the time of death clear light stage the consciousness very subtle mind leaves the
body and the person takes the body of an intermediate state being. They are in the form that they will take in
their next life some texts say the previous life , but in a subtle rather than a gross form. As mentioned
previously, it can take up to forty-nine days to find a suitable place of rebirth. This rebirth is propelled by
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karma and is uncontrolled. In effect the karma of the intermediate state being matches that of its future
parents. The intermediate state being has the illusory appearance of its future parents copulating. It is drawn to
this place by the force of attraction to its parent of the opposite sex, and it is this desire that causes the
consciousness of the intermediate state being to enter the fertilized ovum. This happens at or near the time of
conception and the new life has begun. One will not necessarily be reborn as a human being. Buddhists
describe six realms of existence that one can be reborn into, these being the hell realms, the preta hungry ghost
realm, the animal realm, the human realm, the jealous god asura realm and the god sura realms. But all of
these levels of existence are regarded as unsatisfactory by the spiritual practitioner because no matter how
high one goes within this cyclic existence, one may one day fall down again to the lower realms of existence.
The practitioner realises that all six levels of existence are ultimately in the nature of suffering, so wishes to be
free of them forever. The state of mind at the time of death is regarded as extremely important, because this
plays a vital part in the situation one is reborn into. This is one reason why suicide is regarded in Buddhism as
very unfortunate, because the state of mind of the person who commits suicide is usually depressed and
negative and is likely to throw them into a lower rebirth. When considering the spiritual care of the dying, it
can be helpful to divide people into several different categories, because the category they are in will
determine the most useful approach to use. In terms of the first category, if the person is conscious they can do
the practices themselves or someone can assist them, but if they are unconscious someone has to do the
practices for them. For the second category, if a person has specific religious beliefs, these can be utilised to
help them. For a spiritual practitioner, it is helpful to encourage them to have thoughts such as love,
compassion, remembering their spiritual teacher. It is beneficial also to have an image in the room of Jesus,
Mary, Buddha, or some other spiritual figure that may have meaning for the dying person. It may be helpful
for those who are with the dying person to say some prayers, recite mantras etc. However, one needs to be
very sensitive to the needs of the dying person. The most important thing is to keep the mind of the person
happy and calm. Nothing should be done including certain spiritual practices if this causes the person to be
annoyed or irritated. Because the death process is so important, it is best not to disturb the dying person with
noise or shows of emotion. Expressing attachment and clinging to the dying person can disturb the mind and
therefore the death process, so it is more helpful to mentally let the person go, to encourage them to move on
to the next life without fear. As mentioned previously, when a person is dying, their mind becomes much more
subtle, and they are more open to receiving mental messages from those people close to them. So silent
communication and prayer can be very helpful. It is not necessary to talk much. It can be very helpful to
encourage the dying person to use breathing meditation - to let go of the thoughts and concentrate on the
movement of the breath. This can be helpful for developing calmness, for pain control, for acceptance, for
removing fear. It can help the dying person to get in touch with their inner stillness and peace and come to
terms with their death. This breathing technique can be especially useful when combined with a mantra,
prayer, or affirmation i. One of the Tibetan lamas, Sogyal Rinpoche, says that for up to about twenty-one days
after a person dies they are more connected to the previous life than to the next one. So for this period in
particular the loved ones can be encouraged to continue their silent communication with the deceased person to say their good-byes, finish any unfinished business, reassure the dead person, encourage them to let go of
their old life and to move on to the next one. It can be reassuring even just to talk to the dead person and at
some level to know that they are probably receiving your message. The mind of the deceased person at this
stage can still be subtle and receptive. For the more adept practitioners there is also the method of transference
of consciousness at the time of death Tibetan: With training, at the time of death, the practitioner can project
his mind upwards from his heart centre through his crown directly to one of the Buddha pure realms, or at
least to a higher rebirth. Someone who has perfected this training can also assist others at the time of death to
project their mind to a good rebirth. It is believed that if the consciousness leaves the body of the dead person
through the crown or from a higher part of the body, it is likely to result in a good type of rebirth. Conversely,
if the consciousness leaves from a lower part of the body this is likely to result in rebirth in one of the lower
realms. For this reason, when a person dies it is believed that the first part of the body that should be touched
is the crown. The crown is located about eight finger widths of the person being measured back from the
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original hairline. To rub or tap this area or gently pull the crown hair after a person dies is regarded as very
beneficial and may well help the person to obtain a higher rebirth. Their are special blessed pills po-wa pills
that can be placed on the crown after death which also facilitates this process. However, if the body is
disposed of before the consciousness has left, this will obviously be very disturbing for the person who is
going through the final stages of psychological dissolution. It is another way in which one can die with a
positive and compassionate mind. A Tibetan tradition which is becoming more popular in the West is to get
part of the remains of the deceased e. Making offerings to these or circumambulating them and so on is
regarded as highly meritorious, both for the person who has died and for the loved ones. There are also rituals
for caring for the dead, for guiding the dead person through the intermediate state into a good rebirth.
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A wise and affirming meditation on living fully and preparing for death, written by a highly regarded spiritual teacher. We
are all going to die, but some of us will die better. As a spiritual teacher based in the Washington, D.C., area, Erica
Brown has attracted a strong following among those.

Jun 17, D rated it really liked it A gentle touch in discussing a difficult subject, the author brings compassion
and clarity to conversations about death. And at last my own death will steal upon me A gentle, painless death,
far from the sea when it comes To take me down, borne down with the years in ripe old age With all my
people here in blessed peace around me. The FTC requires funeral homes to accept any casket purchased from
an outside source. Try BestPr A gentle touch in discussing a difficult subject, the author brings compassion
and clarity to conversations about death. Rabbi Irving Greenberg writers powerfully of the importance of the
rituals that take place right after death. But love responds by stepping forward, in solidarity, to be with the
deceased. Socrates to Crito, last line of the Apology: I go to die and you to live; who knows which is the better
journey? Socrates was put to death for questioning Athenian politics and society, but he died willingly and
with dignity. Psychology research shows people with high self-esteem have a heightened fear of death. The
fear of death follows from the fear of life. A man who lives fully is prepared to die at any time. I am sure you
were the life and soul of the party. We are afraid of never having lived. We are afraid of never making the big
splash, the indent that shows we were here, that we mattered. David Brooks asked people over 70 yrs to write
life reports, essays on their lives about what went poorly and what went well. We ignore death only to avoid
the larger question of its significance in crafting a life worth living, in taking the risks to make life thrilling.
Convents and monasteries as early as the 11th century used to open their doors to tired and ailing travelers,
ensuring that they would receive the proper food and housing they required. Over time, church refuges were
created for the very ill who may have felt lost, helpless or companionless at their time of greatest vulnerability.
Taking care of the sickest in society was regarded as an act of bottomless compassion and mercy. By the 14th
century, the first official hospice, the Knights of Hospitaller of St. John in Jerusalem, was opened in Rhodes.
France opened a number of such refuges in the 17th century, but it was not until the 19th century that the idea
of a special care facility for the dying received international attention. A clinic in London, the Friedenheim,
opened in to care for patients dying of tuberculosis. It had only 35 beds. In the decades that followed, more
facilities were created in Great Britain and elsewhere in the British Commonwealth. The USA followed suit,
and in , St. One of the pioneers of the modern hospice movement was Dame Cicely Saunders, who died in
Cicely was a registered nurse who worked closely with terminally ill patients and understood the importance
of helping them. Luke Home for the Dying Poor in London. Hospice is not a religious movement. Cicely died
of cancer in in the very facility she created. In her owns words, her philosophy of death was simple: You
matter because you are you, and you matter to the end of your life. We will do all we can not only to help you
die peacefully, but also to live until you die. Accept death and enjoy the last days, weeks or months of life. Ira
Byock likes the phrase: Dying well - for him it refers to a sense of living and and a process of dying. Die
peacefully at home. Byock recommends hospice care as a way to introduce patients and their families to death
slowly and gently, letting the last slice of life be celebrated. It can also become a time of spiritual awakening.
It reinforces something that we know latently but rarely confront: Hospice asks caregivers and family to slow
down and match the pace of the dying. Take time to listen and hold hands. The last and best gift you can give
the dying may be relieving the worries of a loved one by being a patient listener and not a dominating talker.
Ameliorate your own pain and the pain of others, use your resources to manage your emotional landscape, and
give yourself and your caregivers a better death. Template for an obit 1st sentence: Celebrities and politicians
have their obituaries written well in advance of their deaths, and keep them updated regularly to be sure that
when the moment comes, the piece is ready for press. A will never communicates the transaction of love the
way that giving the item does in your lifetime. As people age, they often make a habit of giving away items on
special occasions. Also make a home movie of the parent or friend bequeathing items because it is much more
personal than a lawyer reading a document. Very ancient biblical practice. Abraham gave gifts while he was
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still living. In Buddhist tradition, the ideal way for a person to die is having given away everything internally
and externally so that there is as little as possible yearning, grasping and attachment for the mind to latch on
to. Free ourselves of all attachment to possessions, friends and loved ones. Let go of things and of people,
thing by thing, person by person, so you can leave the world free. This may also be a way to give away objects
of emotional significance rather than material worth. You may want to attach the object ot a story and a
blessing. Finances - Most important charitable causes and why - How you used money to make a difference Your life advice about money.
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The Nine-Point Meditation on Death This is a slightly modified version of the "Death Awareness Meditation" found in
How death and in the next life.

Palfrey at the Claremont also. Film critic Scott Holleran says as much in one of his reviews. The Director of
Mrs. Any movie with a reference to Terence Rattigan, the British playwright who wrote the stage play
Separate Tables, adapted for the screen with Burt Lancaster, and the lush, bittersweet The Yellow
Rolls-Royce, is likely to have romance, and Mrs. It is also a well known fact that Carpenter Square Theatre
opened its twenty-first season with Harold and Maude, the stage version of the s cult classic film by the same
name from Sept. For more than thirty five years now, Harold and Maude is reigning supreme in United States
and London both. Thesis The main thesis of such a popular comedy is depiction of two scenarios of human
life. One is an introvert, Harold, twenty year old, who has evolved as a dramatic recluse as a result of
receiving consistent neglect from his mother. Secondly, it is Maude, a septuagenarian who is an extrovert and
freely living woman having no hassles. Both are representing two extremes. All that occurs is on the road to
life and death. As such, Harold Bud Cort loves feigning suicide attempts. He does them in front of his mother,
Mrs. She is then infuriated instead of being frightened by such repeated attempts. Harold pretends to drown,
shoot, hang, slit his wrists, chop off his hand and immolate himself. Nothing of this sort affects his mother.
Yes, his mother arranges computer dates for Harold which he promptly scares away. He is also fond of
spending time at junk yards. Then there emerges his match in Maude Ruth Gordon. She is an expert at stealing
cars and so many other things. She is still full of life. Her friendship with Harold starts at a funeral where she
is having a solo picnic of her own. Harold learns to love life, to embrace it and nurture it only from Maude.
This ultimately brings them, first, to the altar of marriage and, then, separation in the suicide of Maude. This is
the communion of Death in Life and Life in Death. There are varied streams of consciousness in this film.
This is reflected in Uncle Victor, Mrs. Different roles and dispositions are shown in the film. That is why it is
also branded as a black comedy. For instance, Nurses do not listen to Harold when he is asking them to
immediately treat Maude to save her life. All these characters and acts are interwoven through distinctive
individuality and comic self-esteem. The entire thematic backdrop is, indeed, running all through the film as a
comedy. This funny side of the film points to inherent deeper sensitivities of human life and behavior. Human
emotions and feelings are shown in this film as quite inconsistent in nature. This message comes rippling
through every character in the screenplay. Everyone in this world is playing his or her own part. Every part
and role is significant and important. If any one of these characters is not there, need would be felt to fill the
gap. However, the show goes. No one is inevitable in this world. Everyone is still a precious human living
being. They are all free individually. Life goes on even after death. Life and death are representing a recurring
process. When something ends, there is beginning anew. This is the central conception to each character as an
individual and to their mutual relationship in this screenplay. Satire There is also a subtle satire on those
priests and saints who live away from this world despite being very much within this mortal life patterns. This
satire is seen when Maude points out that saints and priests are supposed to be happy forever. Introspection or
sitting in silence is, indeed, unscientific way of living. The contemplative mind is constantly dragged back
toward the senses by the life currents. Life is a constant struggle for ever more love and companionship.
Otherwise, a lonely man revolts like Harold. Consistency of behavior and thought are not natural to this world
of homosapiens. Life is found in inconsistencies. So is the case with Maude. She knows death and birth as
perennial cycles of reality. She is thus young at the age of seventy. She is bubbly and full of life. She finds
great interest and moments of pleasure in the graveyard as well. The message that comes across us is that this
world is no less than a graveyard for every moment death is occurring and burials are taking place. There is no
going away from this fact. The only drawback of this production is its mind-boggling roles that are performed
especially by Maude. They at times appear to be not so realistic. Look at the manner she is made to drive
various cars and trucks etc.! The end of this black comedy could have been made less tragic. Conclusion
"Harold and Maude" proposes quite a few pathways to social challenges of our world today. For example, it
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removes a traditional classical taboo about marriage between a twenty year old boy and eighty year old
woman. Not only this film but also its major characters are full of revolt from within like Harold and Maude.
Maybe because of them, this film is regarded as a black comedy. Otherwise, stereotypes and apparent
symbolisms are also there. In an ultimate analysis, whether we love it or hate it, this film reigns supreme over
all others. Works Cited Callev, Haim.
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The unwillingess to think of death is itself a kind of death, for the poignancy of life is inseparable from the knowledge of
its decay. Let us now focus on the meditation itself.

Yes, laughter is the Zen attitude towards death and towards life too, because life and death are not separate.
Whatsoever is your attitude towards life will be your attitude towards death, because death comes as the
ultimate flowering of life. Life exists for death. Life exists through death. Without death there will be no life at
all. Death is not the end but the culmination, the crescendo. Death is not the enemy it is the friend. It makes
life possible. So the Zen attitude about death is exactly the same as is the Zen attitude towards life â€” that of
laughter, joy, celebration. And if you can laugh at death, in death, you are free from all. Then you are freedom.
If you cannot laugh at death you will not be able to laugh in life either because death is always coming. Each
act in life, each move in life, brings death closer. Each moment that you live you get closer to death. If you
cannot laugh with death, how can you laugh with life and in life? But there is a difference between the Zen
Buddhists and the other religions. Other religions are not that deep: But in the very idea of the immortality of
the soul, your mind is seeking eternity and nothing else. In the very idea of immortality you are denying death,
you are saying there is no death. There is no death. I am going to live â€” if not as this body, still I am going to
live as this soul. My essential being will continue. So why fear death? Death will not be destroying me. I will
remain, I will persist, I will continue. You will be in some other body, in some other form, but you will
continue. But the Zen approach towards death is utterly different, immensely profound. Other religions say
death is not to be worried about, not to be feared, because the soul is eternal. There cannot be any death
because you are not. There is nobody to die. See the difference â€” there is nobody to die. The self exists not,
so death cannot take anything away from you. Life cannot give you anything and death cannot take anything
away. There is no purpose in life and no purpose in death. You exist not â€” for whom are you worrying?
There is nobody in life and there will be nobody in death; you are pure emptiness. Nothing has ever happened
there. To continue reading, click here Death is an organic, integral part of life, and it is very friendly to life.
Without it life cannot exist. Life exists because of death; death gives the background. Death is, in fact, a
process of renewal. And death also happens each moment, as life happens, because the renewal is needed each
moment. The moment you breathe in and the moment you breathe out, both happen. Breathing in, life
happens; breathing out, death happens. And when an old man is dying, the last thing he does is breathe out,
then life departs. Breathing out is death, breathing in is life â€” and both are like two wheels of a bullock cart.
You live by breathing in as much as you live by breathing out. The breathing out is part of breathing in. You
cannot breathe in if you stop breathing out. You cannot live if you stop dying. The man who has understood
what his life is allows death to happen; he welcomes it. He dies each moment and each moment he is
resurrected. His cross and his resurrection are continuously happening as a process. He dies to the past each
moment and he is born again and again into the future. If you look into life you will be able to know what
death is. If you understand what death is, only then are you able to understand what life is. Ordinarily, out of
fear, we have created a division. We think that life is good and death is bad. We think that life has to be
desired and death is to be avoided. We think somehow we have to protect ourselves against death. This absurd
idea creates endless miseries in our lives, because a person who protects himself against death becomes
incapable of living. He is the person who is afraid of exhaling, then he cannot inhale; then he is stuck. Then he
simply drags; his life is no longer a flow, his life is no more a river. If you really want to live you have to be
ready to die. Who is afraid of death in you? Is life afraid of death? It is not possible. How can life be afraid of
its own integral process? Something else is afraid in you. The ego is afraid in you. Life and death are not
opposites; ego and death are opposites. Life and death are not opposites; ego and life are opposites. Ego is
against both life and death. The ego is afraid to live and the ego is afraid to die. It is afraid to live because each
effort, each step towards life, brings death closer. To continue reading, click here.
Chapter 8 : Osho Quotes on Death
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A Meditation on Death and Aging wanted to stand for and value in his life as well as in his death. and stay up-to-date
with the latest research from leading experts in Meditation and many.

Chapter 9 : Death and Dying in the Tibetan Buddhist Tradition
Her life, too, will be cut short. Wit is as much a meditation on the brevity of life as it is Vivian's brave recounting of her
battle with stage 4 metastatic ovarian cancer. Throughout her story, audiences gain brief insights into her character
through fleeting memories.
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